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Flotilla Commander’s Corner
By Mark Parmelee
I’m excited at the volun-

teer opportunity ahead this

year.  I’m not exactly sure

what the year will bring

but I’ll give it a good try.

I’m especially happy we

have a newsletter this year

to share what is going on

and to recognize what we

have done and are about to

do.   One of the things I

plan to do in 2011 is write

an article each month.  As 2011 proceeds I hope a

number of Flotilla Staff Officers will also write arti-

cles for the newsletter and in their own words de-

scribe what it is they do.  Not the text from a job

description but what they really do for the flotilla and

what they especially enjoy.   I hope these articles en-

courage general members to contact FSOs and offer

to help out.

I’ll start these monthly leadership articles by de-

scribing what I think I’ve gotten myself into this year.

The most obvious role I have is to organize and con-

duct the monthly flotilla meeting the second Wednes-

day of the month.  Stewart and I have some ideas to

keep the meetings fast paced and to cover a lot of ter-

ritory.  Hopefully at the first meeting you will see use

of a navigation tool long used for dead reckoning.

The plan is to use this tool to keep the FSO reports on

track.  Come to flotilla meetings in 2011 and see if

the SOG and COG match our intended destination.

The flotilla commander participates in monthly

meetings with the Coast Guard at Sector Anchorage.

I understand my role is to share what the flotilla is up

to.  Of special interest to the Coast Guard are the

number of vessel exams we do.   If you have informa-

tion on the Flotilla’s accomplishments please share it

with me.  The meetings are the first Tuesday of each

month.  To get ready for these meetings I’ve put to-

gether an un-tucked uniform and even purchased

some of those fancy black boots.  Thanks to Bill and

Roy I was able to get most of the pieces of the uni-

form second hand.   I’ll wear the uniform to a flotilla

meeting sometime and I hope you will be impressed.

It sure is much fancier than the Duckies I’ve been

using.



There are only two meetings of the Auxiliary I at-

tend with Jim as the Division Commander.  One is

held in February and another in September.  At this

time about the only thing I know about the Division is

they collect $4 of our dues each year.  I hereby invite

Jim to write an article for the newsletter about the di-

vision.  

Lastly, at the flotilla commander’s academy I took a

test and categorized as a White Knight.  I interpret

that “personality” as being a facilitator.  If you have

something you want to do or get involved in 2011 let

me know and I’ll try to make it happen.  At the Janu-

ary flotilla meeting I’ll elaborate a bit more on the

White Knights and other personalities within our

flotilla.

Member Training
A modified specialty seamanship course is being of-

fered in January and February.  The modification is

auxiliarists will conduct much of the course on their

own.   A kick off meeting will be held January 27 and

a concluding meeting February 24th.   We will discuss

as many chapters as we can fit in those two evenings

but much will be self-study.  More information on

when and where will be announced at the January

flotilla meeting. Until then interested members can

start reading up on the material by going to

https://auxoffficer.cgaux.org/auxop/signin2.php

Enter your e-directory password with your member

number to get to the study guide. 

Debra Vanderbilt kindly cooked one of the Christmas

turkeys this year that was enjoyed by all at the party

on the 11th.  Debra has volunteered to help Deanna

with Fellowship in 2011.  She and Samuel will be

working toward obtaining crew status in 2011.  Debra

and Samuel need a mentor to show them the forms

and guide them to earning the coveted orange float

coat.

Let’s all kindly welcome Samuel and Debra as 2011

progresses.  Both are committed to being regular at-

tendees at the flotilla meetings so we should be see-

ing them often.

New Members
The Whittier Flotilla is excited to have two new

members that are already familiar faces.  Thanks go

out to the family members and friends that have en-

couraged Samuel Warner and Debra Vanderbilt to

join. 

We all recognize Samuel at the helm of Miss Sara

entering the harbor.  Loren has been relegated to line

work for quite some time now as Samuel competently

handles the Bayliner in and out of the harbor.

Samuel’s first interest with the Auxiliary is to help

with the vessel examination program.  He has his

work cut out for him in 2011 as Ross has ordered an

extra 100 stickers.   Samuel will need a mentor to get

him through the VSC process.

District 17 Winter Conference
The District 17 Winter Conference is scheduled

February 11, 12, and 13 at the Sheraton Hotel and

Spa 401 East 5th Ave, Anchorage, Alaska.  

Each day has training, meetings and access to the

district store.

Friday the District Board meeting will be held 8:00

am to 12:30 pm. The Division Board meetings will be

2:00 pm to 5:00 pm. All are welcome to the board

meetings. 

During this time, other options include various

classes and the ever-popular district store. 

On Saturday, the opening ceremonies are scheduled

8:00 am to 9:00 am with National Commodore Jim

Vass as the guest speaker.  The Awards Luncheon is

scheduled 12:00 pm to 1:15 pm. Officers will take the

oath of office and flotillas and individual members

will receive awards. Throughout the day a variety of

classes are available. Saturday night is the Fun Night

including dinner, a photo contest, Wii Olympics, and

other activities.  



Sunday offers a full day of training followed by the

Formal Banquet and Awards presentation. 

All members are encouraged to attend the confer-

ence. The conference is a time to meet with auxiliary

members from all the flotillas, to get training in your

areas of interest, and to see your newly appointed and

elected division and district staff.   

For the conference, application and schedule of

events go to http://auxalaska.org/.  You will need to com-

plete and return the application. The conference is de-

signed for you to choose the classes and events that

meet your needs and time constraints or to choose the

complete package.  Be sure to take this opportunity to

expand your knowledge and visit with other auxiliary

members from throughout the district.                             

Member’s Corner
Operational Safety – the AIS System

By John Hallinan

Overview:   Having a great fear of being run over at

sea, we placed one of Comair’s CSB-200 AIS

transponders aboard “Horizons” (our Southern Cross

sailboat) last June.

The AIS (‘Automatic Identification System’) sys-

tem as a whole can seem a bit confusing, even intimi-

dating when one

first stumbles onto

it.

Operationally,

AIS places ‘real

time’ traffic infor-

mation on your

chart plotter or 

AIS Data displayed

on Horizons’ Com-

puter along with

other handy infor-

mation including a

vessel’s name, call

sign, type vessel,

course, and speed.

Some chart plotters or computer programs take this

information to the next step by continuously comput-

ing a ‘Closest Point of Approach.’  The benefit to

watch standers is immediately apparent.

But what is AIS really?  How does it work?  What

are the ‘pitfalls’?  What are the real costs, in amp

hours as well as dollars?  

Transponder:   In Layman’s terms, AIS works on

the premise that every boat with a GPS knows its po-

sition, course and speed with great accuracy.  The

vessel’s name, Radio Call Sign, and other useful ‘Sta-

tic’ information, known by the Captain, is pro-

grammed into the system by the vendor or installer.

The heart of the system, the ‘Transponder,’ is a VHF

device that gathers up all this information, rolls it up

into a ‘digital packet,’ and then transmits the packet

from your vessel, with a transmission interval varying

depending on whether you are cooking along at 25

knots, enjoying your passage at a more leisurely pace,

or comfortably riding at anchor.   Between transmis-

sions, your ‘Transponder’ is in a ‘listen’ mode, gath-

ering available information from other AIS equipped

vessels for display on your chart plotter or computer.

Vessel Identification:   Being international in nature,

and recognizing that there are many similarly named

vessels afloat, the International community devised a

methodology to assign every vessel worldwide a

unique number and thereby preclude confusion and

potential system error.   This number is called a ves-

sel’s MMSI or

Maritime Mo-

bile Service

Identity – think

of it as your

boats

thumbprint or

DNA.

The MMSI is

normally as-

signed by a

government au-

thority, in the

USA by the

FCC when one

gets a Radio

Station License.AIS Data displayed on Horizons’ Computer



But since not all US vessels require a Radio Station

License, Boat US, the US Power Squadron and other

organizations can provide an MMSI for pleasure

boats that operate only in US waters.   Since each

vessel can have only one MMSI number, the AIS will

use the same MMSI as your VHF DSC capable radio.

Worth noting, however, US Security requires that an

MMSI is only programmed into an AIS Transponder

by a Radio Technician, normally the vendor before

shipping.   So any MMSI change (as when moving

your Transponder to another boat) would require the

unit be returned to the manufacturer.  Also, if you

begin with a Boat US MMSI and later decide to seek

the sun further south (Canada?), – well, you won’t

like it.  If there is any chance your vessel will leave

US waters, its better to get an FCC license and associ-

ated government issued MMSI up front.   

The Classes:  AIS Transponders are either Class A

or Class B.

A Class A Transponder is high powered (12.5

watts), high tech (coordinates a transmission time slot

with other participants so as to not ‘step’ on anyone

else), high transmission rate (updates position infor-

mation every two seconds if speed exceeds 23 knots)

and high dollar (costs for transponder $2,000 and up).

A Class B Transponder is low powered (2.0 watts),

lower tech (polite, that is it “listens” before transmit-

ting so as not to ‘step’ on anyone else), lower trans-

mission rate (updates position information every

thirty seconds, max) and lower cost (less than $600

out of the box).

Both A and B: To keep ‘data packets’

small and transmission time in millisec-

onds, information that does not change,

the ship’s ‘Static Data,’ i.e., the vessel’s

name, type, hull dimensions, etc. is trans-

mitted only once each six minutes.  For

this reason, after boot-up, targets will

normally appear several minutes before

the associated names or call signs be-

come available.

Generally, Class A involves mandates

based on tonnage, passenger capacity,

horsepower and type service (usually

larger vessels).  Vessels not falling under

a Class A mandate may equip, voluntarily, with either

Class A or Class B.  Both A and B are designed to re-

ceive information from either.    This means the Class

A equipped oil tanker emerging from Valdez Arm in

Prince William Sound will observe a small Class B

equipped vessel navigating out of Tatitlek Narrows

(pick your own favorite location) long before radar

could provide an alert.   The same tanker would also

know about a small vessel on the high seas, often 35

to 70NM distant, again, long before radar would

know it was there.  And the same benefit accrues the

small vessel operator equipped with Class B. 

In summary, big boats (Class A) send out big mes-

sages with lots of data, smaller boats (Class B) sim-

plify things with smaller messages.

The Install – Options:  We’ll focus on Class B; there

are too many variables on Class A.

To promote error free operation, the IMO (Interna-

tional Maritime Organization) standards require the

GPS supporting the AIS Transponder to be dedicated

to the AIS, not simply a shared GPS feed.  Manufac-

turers ensure this happens by building a GPS into the

transponder – but an antenna is still required for the

GPS to work.  If not included with the transponder, be

sure to get the specific type antenna recommended by

the manufacturer.  Not all are alike.

The AIS data fed to a computer or other device in-

cludes ‘own ship’ GPS position, so any previously

used GPS feed can be removed. 

AIS Transponders are VHF devices, and require a

s/v Horizons’ Antenna

Splitter Installation



VHF antenna to function.  An antenna can be dedi-

cated to the AIS, or an existing antenna can be care-

fully shared by both the AIS and the VHF

communications radio.  Antenna height greatly ex-

tends range, both transmission and reception, so with

a sailboat, being on the mast is better than on a rail or

arch.  Since Horizons already had a VHF antenna at

the top of her mast, and a second antenna should not

be installed within three feet of other VHF antennas,

we opted to share.  The caution with antenna sharing

involves being sure the VHF communications radio

does not feed power via the antenna cable into the

AIS unit – this requires a ‘Splitter’ designed for this

specific purpose, in our case, the Comar AST-100.

This allows simultaneous reception of VHF commu-

nication and AIS data, but if the radio’s microphone is

keyed, the AIS antenna feed is disabled and AIS

transmissions blocked.

Operationally, we found the Splitter seemed to re-

duce AIS reception range on sv Horizons from about

70 NM to around 40 NM.  We see no apparent differ-

ence in range of target acquisition between the Class

B units (2 watt) we encounter and Class A (12.5 watt)

units we meet.   However, since a Splitter blocks your

AIS transmissions, your position may drop off other

boats chart plotters during lengthy conversations. 

Technology in Transition:   The International Mar-

itime Organization (IMO) was working on AIS per-

formance standards at least as early as 1998.  And the

first mandate for carriage (Class A) hit commercial

shipping in 2002.   

As shipping moved forward with Class A equipage,

Europe and Asia settled on standards for Class B AIS

and voluntary equipage was encouraged.  But in the

US, Class B issues were not fully settled until final

rulemaking in March, 2009.

As a result, in the US, there is a lot more Class A

equipment on the water today than Class B.  But

Class B is catching up.

We selected the Comar CSB-200 for ‘s/v Horizons,’

an English manufactured design to avoid the ‘bleed-

ing edge’ of AIS equipment design – the CSB-200

had been in service since 2006 overseas, recently re-

ceived USCG ‘Approval,’ and subsequently turned up

in the US market.

In Operation on ‘s/v Horizons:’   We noted some

software would not work with Class B.  The first AIS

display software focused on Class A and was fielded

before Class B reached the market.   Talking with

ships enroute, we find a few (rare) that can not show

our Class B data at all while others sometimes re-

ported only partial data, generally MMSI and posi-

tion.   We wondered whether those reporting only

MMSI and position had just booted up their display.

Most get our full transmitted data.

We also noted some software marketed for smaller

vessels does not display Class B.  One we are familiar

with is “The Capn” version 8.3.20.   The Class B ‘fix’

is pending release in their 8.4 version.

Until AIS, we have never been able to raise large

vessels on the VHF – but as AIS provides a vessel’s

name and call sign, ready communication is now the

norm. In two years of running with AIS, we have en-

countered only one ship that would not pick up the

microphone and respond.

We found AIS would “see” beyond common radar

obstructions, i.e. over islands, through rain squalls

and around corners.

Conclusion:   We find AIS takes nothing away from

previous collision avoidance practices except the sur-

prise factor.  And as do boaters everywhere, we still

resolve conflict by changing our course anywhere

doubt about intentions occurs.  But AIS does add

great new dimensions wherein smaller craft can take

a more active role in their own and everyone else’s

safety.  Truly exciting stuff!

Minimal AIS can be acquired as a ‘Receiver’ only –

I was asked at one point recently whether I felt any

‘value’ accrued aboard vessels receiving ‘Horizons’

AIS. 

While I can state without hesitation that genuine

value accrues aboard “s/v Horizons” through access

to other vessels AIS data, it isn’t possible to fully as-

sess or actually know what goes on aboard anyone

else’s boat.

But any application of logic would suggest that any-



one who could receive AIS (whether full capability or

a “receive only” guy) would not hesitate to consider it

in their navigation. The opposite is equally true – no

one is ever able to consider the AIS information of a

boat that does not transmit.

http://cgauxalaska.org/

http://www.cgauxwhittier.org/
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